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No Middle Name Jun 26 2019 THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JACK REACHER SERIES THAT
INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE STREAMING SERIES REACHER The ultimate Jack
Reacher experience: a thrilling new novella and eleven previously published stories, together for the first time in one
pulse-pounding collection from Lee Child. No Middle Name begins with “Too Much Time,” a brand-new work of
short fiction that finds Reacher in a hollowed-out town in Maine, where he witnesses a random bag-snatching but
sees much more than a simple crime. “Small Wars” takes readers back to 1989, when Reacher is an MP assigned to
solve the brutal murder of a young officer found along an isolated forest road in Georgia—and whose killer may be
hiding in plain sight. In “Not a Drill,” Reacher tries to take some downtime, but a pleasant hike in Maine turns into a
walk on the wild side—and perhaps something far more sinister. “High Heat” time-hops to 1977, when Reacher is a
teenager in sweltering New York City during a sudden blackout that awakens the dark side of the city that never
sleeps. Okinawa is the setting of “Second Son,” which reveals the pivotal moment when young Reacher’s sharp
“lizard brain” becomes just as important as his muscle. In “Deep Down,” Reacher tracks down a spy by matching
wits with four formidable females—three of whom are clean, but the fourth may prove fatal. Rounding out the
collection are “Guy Walks into a Bar,” “James Penney’s New Identity,” “Everyone Talks,” “The Picture of the
Lonely Diner,” “Maybe They Have a Tradition,” and “No Room at the Motel.” No suitcase. No destination. No
middle name. No matter how far Reacher travels off the beaten path, trouble always finds him. Feel bad for trouble.
Praise for No Middle Name “Captivating . . . classic [Lee] Child . . . This volume demonstrates what his fans already
know: he’s a born storyteller and an astute observer.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Lee Child, like his
creation, always knows exactly what he’s doing—and he does it well. Time in his company is never
wasted.”—Evening Standard
The Hard Way Jul 20 2021 Late At Night, A New York Café. Jack Reacher Orders Coffee In A Cup Made Of
Foam, Not China. So He Can Move On At A Moment S Notice. He Owns Nothing, Carries Less. He Has Never Met
A Woman Who Said No. Or A Case He Couldn T Solve.But Now Reacher Faces A New Case So Disturbing That
The Truth Eludes Him. He Has To Sweat The Details And Work The Clues. Doing It The Hard Way. Until What
Started On A Busy New York Street Explodes Three Thousand Miles Away, In The Sleepy English Countryside.
With Reacher Striding Alone In The Shadows. Armed And Dangerous.
Gone Tomorrow May 18 2021 "Featuring Jack Reacher, hero of the new blockbuster movie starring Tom Cruise, as
he faces his most implacable enemy yet. /b /bSuicide bombers are easy to spot. hey give out all kinds of tell-tale
signs. There are twelve things to look for. No one who has worked in law enforcement will ever forget them. New
York City.
Never Go Back Oct 03 2022 'Fast-paced, taut and punchy' Sunday Times 'One of Reacher's best...a must' Daily
Express After an epic and interrupted journey all the way from the snows of South Dakota, Jack Reacher has finally
made it to Virginia. His destination, the closest thing to a home he ever had: the headquarters of his old unit, the
110th Military Police. Why? He wants to meet the new commanding officer, Major Susan Turner. He liked her voice
on the phone. But now he's arrived, she's disappeared, and things are getting weird. Accused of a sixteen-year-old
homicide and co-opted back into the army, Reacher says nothing. But he's sure as hell thinking of a way out. Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, Never Go Back follows on directly from the end of A
Wanted Man. Be sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better Off Dead! ***COMING SOON and
AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER NOW***
The Enemy Jun 06 2020 An elite military cop, Jack Reacher was one of the army's brightest stars. He is on the case
after a general is found dead, and within hours the general's wife is murdered.

Personal Apr 16 2021 Jack Reacher finds himself working for the State Department and the CIA to track down the
American sniper who took a shot at the president of France and is possibly targeting the G-8 summit packed with
world leaders.
The Visitor Oct 30 2019 "Sergeant Amy Callan and Lieutenant Caroline Cook have a lot in common. They're both
army career women, they're both victims of sexual harrassment by their superiors, they're both forced to resign from
the service. And now they're both dead. Only Jack Reacher can discover their killer."--Publisher's description.
Lee Child's Jack Reacher Books 1-6 Aug 21 2021 For the first time—the first six explosive novels in Lee Child's
#1 New York Times bestselling Jack Reacher series—now together in one e-book package! He never looks for
trouble... But trouble never stops looking for him. KILLING FLOOR Ex-military policeman Jack Reacher isn’t in
the small town of Margrave, Georgia for less than an hour before he’s arrested for murder. Not much of a welcome.
All Reacher knows is that he didn’t kill anybody. At least not lately. But he doesn’t stand a chance of convincing
anyone. Not a chance in hell... DIE TRYING When a woman is kidnapped off a Chicago street in broad daylight,
Jack Reacher is unlucky enough to be taken with her. They’re at the mercy of a group of men demanding an
impossible ransom. Because Reacher’s female companion is worth more than he imagines. Now he has to save them
both—from the inside out—or die trying… TRIPWIRE Reacher’s anonymity in Florida is shattered by an
investigator who’s looking for him. But soon after his arrival, the man is murdered. Retracing the PI’s trail back to
New York, Reacher wants to find out who was looking for him—and why. But he never expected the reasons to be
so personal...or lethal. RUNNING BLIND Across the country, women are being murdered, victims of a disciplined
and clever killer who leaves no evidence, no fatal wounds, no signs of struggle, and no apparent motive. They are
truly perfect crimes. In fact, there’s only one thing that links the victims...Jack Reacher. ECHO RUNNING
Thumbing across the scorched Texas desert, Jack Reacher has nowhere to go and all the time in the world to get
there. Cruising the same stretch of two-lane blacktop is Carmen Greer. For Reacher, a lift comes with a hitch.
Carmen’s got a wild story—about her husband, her family, and a hometown that’s pure gothic. She’s also got a plan
for all of them. And now Reacher’s part of it... WITHOUT FAIL Skilled, cautious, and anonymous, Jack Reacher is
perfect for the job: assassinate the vice president of the United States. In theory, that is. A female Secret Service
agent wants Reacher to find the holes in her system, and fast—because a covert group already has the vice president
in their sights. And they've planned for everything...except for Reacher.
High Heat: (A Jack Reacher Novella) Oct 11 2020 Published exclusively as an ebook, a long short story from
thriller master Lee Child about the teenage Reacher, now also available in No Middle Name: the Collected Jack
Reacher Stories. July 1977. Jack Reacher is almost seventeen, and he stops in New York on his way from South
Korea to visit his brother at West Point. The summer heat is suffocating, fires are raging in the Bronx, the city is
bankrupt, and the mad gunman known as Son of Sam is still on the loose. Reacher meets a woman with a problem,
and agrees to help her . . . and then the power grid fails and the lights go out, plunging the lawless city that never
sleeps into chaos. What does a visiting teenager do in the dark? If that visiting teenager is Jack Reacher, the answer
is: plenty. Don’t miss the exciting preview of Lee Child’s latest Jack Reacher novel, Never Go Back!
Worth Dying For Jun 30 2022 'If anyone can put down Worth Dying For after the first few pages, then they
shouldn't really be reading thrillers at all' Independent There's trouble in the deadly wilds of Nebraska . . . and
Reacher walks right into it. He falls foul of the Duncans, a local clan that has terrified an entire country into
submission. But it's the unsolved case of a missing eight-year-old girl that Reacher can't let go. Reacher - bruised
and battered - should have just kept going. But for Reacher, that was impossible. What, in this fearful county, would
be worth dying for? _________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, Worth Dying For
follows on directly from the end of 61 Hours. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off
Dead! ***OUT NOW***
No Middle Name Jan 26 2022 "Including a new novella, the clever, twisty tales reveal that even 13-year-old Reacher
was a force to be reckoned with." (Sunday Mirror) This is the first time all Lee Child's shorter fiction featuring Jack
Reacher has been collected into one volume. Jack 'No Middle Name' Reacher, lone wolf, knight errant, ex military
cop, lover of women, scourge of the wicked and righter of wrongs, is the most iconic hero for our age. Read
together, these twelve stories shed new light on Reacher's past, illuminating how he grew up and developed into the
wandering avenger who has captured the imagination of millions around the world. The twelve stories include a
brand new novella, Too Much Time. The other stories in the collection are: Second Son James Penney's New
Identity Guy Walks Into a Bar Deep Down, High Heat Not a Drill Small Wars All of which have previously been
published as ebook shorts. Added to these is every other Reacher short story that Child has written: Everyone Talks
Maybe They Have a Tradition No Room at the Motel The Picture of the Lonely Diner _________ Don't miss
Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW***
The Sentinel Aug 28 2019 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BLOCKBUSTER JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE STREAMING SERIES REACHER
Jack Reacher is back! The “utterly addictive” (The New York Times) series continues as acclaimed author Lee Child

teams up with his brother, Andrew Child, fellow thriller writer extraordinaire. “One of the many great things about
Jack Reacher is that he’s larger than life while remaining relatable and believable. The Sentinel shows that two
Childs are even better than one.”—James Patterson As always, Reacher has no particular place to go, and all the
time in the world to get there. One morning he ends up in a town near Pleasantville, Tennessee. But there’s nothing
pleasant about the place. In broad daylight Reacher spots a hapless soul walking into an ambush. “It was four against
one” . . . so Reacher intervenes, with his own trademark brand of conflict resolution. The man he saves is Rusty
Rutherford, an unassuming IT manager, recently fired after a cyberattack locked up the town’s data, records,
information . . . and secrets. Rutherford wants to stay put, look innocent, and clear his name. Reacher is intrigued.
There’s more to the story. The bad guys who jumped Rutherford are part of something serious and deadly, involving
a conspiracy, a cover-up, and murder—all centered on a mousy little guy in a coffee-stained shirt who has no idea
what he’s up against. Rule one: if you don’t know the trouble you’re in, keep Reacher by your side.
Past Tense Nov 23 2021 JACK REACHER NEVER LOOKS BACK . . . UNTIL NOW. 'There's only one Jack
Reacher. Accept no substitutes.' - Mick Herron. The present can be tense . . . A young couple trying to get to New
York City are stranded at a lonely motel in the middle of nowhere. Before long they're trapped in an ominous game
of life and death. But the past can be worse . . . Meanwhile, Jack Reacher sets out on an epic road trip across
America. He doesn't get far. Deep in the New England woods, he sees a sign to a place he has never been - the town
where his father was born. But when he arrives he is told no one named Reacher ever lived there. Now he wonders:
who's lying? As the tension ratchets up and these two stories begin to entwine, the stakes have never been higher for
Reacher. That's for damn sure. _________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, Past Tense is
the 23rd in the series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT
NOW***
Make Me Jul 08 2020 "Child's best for some time...with detective-story and romcom elements (even sly humour) on
top of the psychological duels and set-piece violence." (Sunday Times) Jack Reacher has no place to go, and all the
time in the world to get there. A remote railroad stop on the prairie with the curious name of Mother's Rest seems
perfect for an aimless one-day stopover. He expects to find a lonely pioneer tombstone in a sea of nearly-ripe wheat.
Instead there is a woman waiting for a missing colleague, a cryptic note about two hundred deaths, and a small town
full of silent, watchful people. Reacher's one-day stopover turns into an open-ended quest leading to the most hidden
reaches of the internet, and right into the nightmare heart of darkness. _________ Although the Jack Reacher novels
can be read in any order, Make Me is 20th in the series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26,
Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW***
Second Son: (Jack Reacher Short Story) Apr 04 2020 A Jack Reacher short story published as an individual ebook,
now also available in the new complete Jack Reacher short story collection, No Middle Name. Ever wondered what
early experiences shaped Reacher's explosive career as butt-kicker supreme, the one-man guided-missile battler for
justice? Lee Child looks back on an incident in his hero Jack Reacher's teenage years as the younger son of a tough
career US Marine, on a faraway military base in the Pacific. 'The coolest continuing series character now on offer'
Stephen King
Worth Dying for Dec 13 2020 Suspense fiction. Has Jack Reacher finally met his match? 61 Hours ended with
Reacher trapped in a desperate situation from which escape seemed impossible. Even for him. Was that really the
end of the road for the maverick loner? Worth Dying For is the kind of explosive thriller only Lee Child could write
- a heart-racing page-turner no suspense fan will want to miss.
The Midnight Line Feb 01 2020 THE NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER/A RICHARD & JUDY BOOKCLUB 2018
PICK Jack Reacher is having a bad day. It would be a dumb idea to make it worse. Reacher sees a West Point class
ring in a pawn shop window. It's tiny. It's a woman cadet's graduation present to herself. Why would she give it up?
Reacher was a West Pointer too, and he knows what she went through to get it. All he wants is to find the woman.
He'll have to go through bikers, cops, crooks, and low-life muscle. If she's ok, he'll walk away. If she's not ... he'll
stop at nothing. Best advice: stay out of his way. _________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any
order, The Midnight Line follows on directly from the end of Make Me. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest
adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW***
Jack Reacher Apr 28 2022 Collects three Jack Reacher novels, including "Killing Floor," in which Jack finds
himself in Georgia, where he is arrested for murder; after being released, he helps investigate a conspiracy that
stretches through the small town.
The Visitor Feb 24 2022 Two female army high-flyers. Both acquainted with Jack Reacher. Both forced to resign
from the service. Now they're both dead. Found in their own homes, naked, in a bath full of paint. Apparent victims
of an army man. A loner, a smart guy with a score to settle. A ruthless vigilante. A man just like Jack Reacher.
_________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, The Visitor is the 4th in the series. And be
sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW***
Better Off Dead Nov 11 2020 Reacher never backs down from a problem. And he's about to find a big one, on a

deserted Arizona road, where a Jeep has crashed into the only tree for miles around. Under the merciless desert sun,
nothing is as it seems. Minutes later Reacher is heading into the nearby border town, a backwater that has seen better
days. Next to him is Michaela Fenton, an army veteran turned FBI agent, who is trying to find her twin brother. He
might have got mixed up with some dangerous people. And Reacher might just need to pay them a visit. Their leader
has burrowed his influence deep into the town. Just to get in and meet the mysterious Dendoncker, Reacher is going
to have to achieve the impossible. To get answers will be even harder. There are people in this hostile, empty place
who would rather die than reveal their secrets. But then, if Reacher is coming after you, you might be better off
dead. Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, Better Off Dead is the 26th book in the
internationally popular series. ____ Jack Reacher is today's James Bond, a thriller hero we can't get enough of.' Ken
Follett 'If you haven't read any Jack Reacher, you have a treat in store . . . a hitchhiker without a phone, a one-man
force for good.' The Times 'A contemporary version of the knight in shining armour . . . Reacher is a mythic figure.'
Literary Review 'Jack Reacher is a wonderfully epic hero; tough, taciturn, yet vulnerable... Irresistible.' People 'Jack
Reacher has long since earned his prominent place in the pantheon of cool, smart-talking American heroes.' New
York Times
The Sentinel Sep 21 2021 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • THE BLOCKBUSTER JACK REACHER
SERIES THAT INSPIRED TWO MAJOR MOTION PICTURES AND THE STREAMING SERIES REACHER
Jack Reacher is back! The “utterly addictive” (The New York Times) series continues as acclaimed author Lee Child
teams up with his brother, Andrew Child, fellow thriller writer extraordinaire. “One of the many great things about
Jack Reacher is that he’s larger than life while remaining relatable and believable. The Sentinel shows that two
Childs are even better than one.”—James Patterson As always, Reacher has no particular place to go, and all the
time in the world to get there. One morning he ends up in a town near Pleasantville, Tennessee. But there’s nothing
pleasant about the place. In broad daylight Reacher spots a hapless soul walking into an ambush. “It was four against
one” . . . so Reacher intervenes, with his own trademark brand of conflict resolution. The man he saves is Rusty
Rutherford, an unassuming IT manager, recently fired after a cyberattack locked up the town’s data, records,
information . . . and secrets. Rutherford wants to stay put, look innocent, and clear his name. Reacher is intrigued.
There’s more to the story. The bad guys who jumped Rutherford are part of something serious and deadly, involving
a conspiracy, a cover-up, and murder—all centered on a mousy little guy in a coffee-stained shirt who has no idea
what he’s up against. Rule one: if you don’t know the trouble you’re in, keep Reacher by your side.
Blue Moon Aug 09 2020 AS FEATURED ON RICHARD & JUDY'S 'KEEP READING AND CARRY ON' 'This is
one of his best' - The Times Jack Reacher is back in a brand new white-knuckle read from Lee Child. It's a random
universe, but once in a blue moon things turn out just right. In a nameless city, two rival criminal gangs are
competing for control. But they hadn't counted on Jack Reacher arriving on their patch. Reacher is trained to notice
things. He's on a Greyhound bus, watching an elderly man sleeping in his seat, with a fat envelope of cash hanging
out of his pocket. Another passenger is watching too ... hoping to get rich quick. As the mugger makes his move,
Reacher steps in. The old man is grateful, yet he turns down Reacher's offer to help him home. He's vulnerable,
scared, and clearly in big, big trouble. What hold could the gangs have on the old guy? Will Reacher be in time to
stop bad things happening? The odds are better with Reacher involved. That's for damn sure. 'Everyone needs to
kick some [butt] sometimes, even if it's just imaginary' JOJO MOYES _________ Although the Jack Reacher novels
can be read in any order, Blue Moon is the 24th in the series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure,
no.27, No Plan B! ***OUT NOW***
The Sentinel Jan 14 2021
Die Trying Feb 12 2021 'Cunning, explosive . . . A thumping good read.' Time Out Jack Reacher, alone, strolling
nowhere. A Chicago street in bright sunshine. A young woman, struggling on crutches. Reacher offers her a
steadying arm. And turns to see a handgun aimed at his stomach. Chained in a dark van racing across America,
Reacher doesn't know why they've been kidnapped. The woman claims to be FBI. She's certainly tough enough. But
at their remote destination, will raw courage be enough to overcome the hopeless odds? _________ Although the
Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, Die Trying is the 2nd in the series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's
newest adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW***
One Shot Jan 02 2020 Six shots. Five dead. One heartland city thrown into terror. But within hours the cops have it
solved. A slam-dunk case. Except for one thing. The accused man claims: You got the wrong guy. After that, all he
ll say is: Get Reacher for me
Without Fail Oct 23 2021
Persuader Jun 18 2021 An elite ex-military cop, Jack Reacher gets caught in the middle of an off-the-books FBI
drug investigation when he spots an old nemesis--believed to be dead for ten years--alive and well in Boston and his
attempts to tap into his old resources for help brings the federal agents to his door.
Reacher Said Nothing Sep 29 2019 It had never been attempted before, and might never be done again. One man
watching another man write a novel from beginning to end. On September 1, 2014, in an 11th floor apartment in

New York, Lee Child embarked on the twentieth book in his globally successful Jack Reacher series. Andy Martin
was there to see him do it, sitting a couple of yards behind him, peering over his shoulder as the writer took another
drag of a Camel cigarette and tapped out the first sentence: “Moving a guy as big as Keever wasn’t easy.”
Miraculously, Child and Martin stuck with it, in tandem, for the next 8 months, right through to the bitter-sweet end
and the last word, “needle”. Reacher Said Nothing is a one-of-a-kind meta-book, an uncompromising account in real
time of the genesis, evolution and completion of a single work, Make Me. While unveiling the art of writing a
thriller Martin also gives us a unique insight into the everyday life of an exemplary writer. From beginning to end,
Martin captures all the sublime confidence, stumbling uncertainty, omniscience, cluelessness, ecstasy, despair, and
heart-thumping suspense that go into writing a number-one bestseller.
61 Hours Mar 16 2021 GET READY FOR THE MOST EXCITING COUNT-DOWN OF YOUR LIFE HOUR
SIXTY-ONE Icy winter in South Dakota. A bus skids and crashes in a gathering storm. On the back seat: Jack
Reacher, hitching a ride to nowhere. A life without baggage has many advantages. And disadvantages too, like
facing the arctic cold without a coat. HOUR THIRTY-ONE A small town is threatened by sinister forces. One brave
woman is standing up for justice.If she's going to live to testify, she'll need help from a man like Reacher.Because
there's a killercoming for her. HOUR ZERO Has Reacher finally met his match? He doesn't want to put the world to
rights. He just doesn't like people who put it to wrongs. _________ NOW READ THE SEQUEL: Although the Jack
Reacher novels can be read in any order, the ending of 61 Hours is directly followed by Worth Dying For. And be
sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT NOW***
Night School Jul 28 2019 "I know I say this every year. . .But. Best. Reacher. Ever." (Karin Slaughter) It's just a
voice plucked from the air: 'The American wants a hundred million dollars'. For what? Who from? It's 1996, and the
Soviets are long gone. But now there's a new enemy. In an apartment in Hamburg, a group of smartly-dressed young
Saudis are planning something big. In the morning they gave Reacher a medal, and in the afternoon they sent him
back to school. Jack Reacher is fresh off a secret mission. The Army pats him on the back and sends him to a school
with only three students: Reacher, an FBI agent, and a CIA analyst. Their assignment? To find that American. And
what he's selling. And to whom. _________ Although the Jack Reacher novels can be read in any order, Night
School is 21st in the series. And be sure not to miss Reacher's newest adventure, no.26, Better off Dead! ***OUT
NOW***
Jack Reacher's Rules Mar 28 2022 Jack Reacher’s Rules is the ultimate fan’s guide to the World of Reacher!
Featuring selections from all seventeen electrifying Jack Reacher novels and an introduction from Lee Child
himself, this one-of-a-kind book compiles timeless advice from maverick former army cop Jack Reacher, the hero of
Lee Child’s blockbuster thrillers and now the star of a major motion picture. My name is Jack Reacher. No middle
name, no address. I’ve got a rule: People mess with me at their own risk. You don’t have to break the rules if you
make the rules. Case in point: Jack Reacher, the two-fisted, quick-witted, “current poster-boy of American crime
fiction” (Los Angeles Times). The brainchild of #1 New York Times bestselling author Lee Child, Reacher is a
freelance troubleshooter with a mysterious past—and a serious passion for justice. Now the hard-won knowledge
and hard-hitting strategies of fiction’s toughest tough guy are within every thriller reader’s reach—in a rapid-fire
rundown of the trade secrets, tried-and-true tricks, and time-honored tactics that separate the man in the street from
the man to beat. Rule 1. When in doubt, drink coffee. Rule 2. Never volunteer for anything. Rule 3. Don’t break the
furniture. Rule 4. Only one woman at a time. Rule 5. Show them what they’re messing with. Please note: Jack
Reacher’s Rules is a compilation of advice, wisdom, and facts from the Jack Reacher series of novels by #1 New
York Times bestselling author Lee Child. It features an introduction by Lee Child, but is not a Jack Reacher novel.
Die Trying Nov 04 2022 By being in the wrong place at the wrong time, Jack Reacher gets involved in helping a
woman who is kidnapped for an impossible ransom.
Bad Luck and Trouble May 30 2022 You DO NOT MESS with the Special Investigators!The events of 9/11
changed Jack Reacher s drifter life in a practical way. In addition to his folding toothbrush, he now needs to carry
photo ID to get around. Yet he is still as close to untraceable
Nothing to Lose Aug 01 2022 Jack Reacher becomes curious about what is driving events in a small town when he
is accosted by four hostile local people, and is then charged with vagrancy.
Echo Burning May 06 2020 In the small town of Echo, Texas, Jack Reacher attempts to prove a beautiful woman
innocent of her abusive husband's murder, but is she?
Night School Dec 01 2019 In the morning, they gave Reacher a medal. And in the afternoon, they sent him back to
school. It's just a voice plucked from the air: 'The American wants a hundred million dollars'. For what? Who from?
It's 1996, and the Soviets are long gone. But now there's a new enemy. In an apartment in Hamburg, a group of
smartly-dressed young Saudis are planning something big. Jack Reacher is fresh off a secret mission and a big win.
The Army pats him on the back and gives him a medal. And then they send him back to school. It's a school with
only three students: Reacher, an FBI agent, and a CIA analyst. Their assignment? To find that American. And what
he's selling. And to whom. There is serious shit going on, signs of a world gone mad. Night School takes Reacher

back to his army days, but this time he's not in uniform. With trusted sergeant Frances Neagley at his side, he must
carry the fate of the world on his shoulders, in a wired, fiendishly clever new adventure that will make the cold
sweat trickle down your spine.
Jack Reacher: One Shot Mar 04 2020 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE • THE BLOCKBUSTER JACK REACHER SERIES THAT INSPIRED THE STREAMING SERIES
REACHER “Pure, escapist gold . . . Mr. Child’s tough talk and thoughtful plotting make an ingenious
combination.”—The New York Times Six shots. Five dead. One heartland city thrown into a state of terror. But
within hours the cops have it solved: a slam-dunk case. Except for one thing. The accused man says: You got the
wrong guy. Then he says: Get Reacher for me. And sure enough, ex—military investigator Jack Reacher is coming.
He knows this shooter–a trained military sniper who never should have missed a shot. Reacher is certain something
is not right–and soon the slam-dunk case explodes. Now Reacher is teamed with a beautiful young defense lawyer,
moving closer to the unseen enemy who is pulling the strings. Reacher knows that no two opponents are created
equal. This one has come to the heartland from his own kind of hell. And Reacher knows that the only way to take
him down is to match his ruthlessness and cunning–and then beat him shot for shot.
Tripwire Dec 25 2021 Jack Reacher's anonymity in Key West is shattered by the appearance of a private
investigator who' come to town looking for him. But only hours after his arrival, the stranger is murdered. Retracing
the PI's cold trail back to New York City, Reacher is compelled to find out who was looking for him and why. He
never expected the reasons to be so personal, so dangerous, and so very twisted.
The Affair Sep 02 2022 A young woman is dead, and solid evidence points to a soldier at a nearby military base.
But that soldier has powerful friends in Washington. Elite military cop Jack Reacher is ordered undercover to get the
truth.
The Enemy Sep 09 2020 Former army cop Jack Reacher finds himself questioning the instincts that made him an
elite soldier when his latest case forces him to choose between obeying the law and becoming a renegade. By the
author of Persuader. Reissue.
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